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Client testimonial
With Helpers, I was able to make sure that my company is up to par with Hungarian and EU standards. Their solid advice will help you make sound business decisions.
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RYAN ANDRES
ERRL Enterprises / Barako Coffee House





Blog/News
Tax returns season coming up in HungaryTax returns season is starting soon in Hungary. Drafts created by the Tax Authority become available next week; the deadline for submission is 21 May 2024.

Salaries and payroll taxes in 2024, HungaryThis year, the minimum wage was increased by 15%, while the guaranteed minimum salary by 10%. No changes were made to payroll taxes in 2024, but there have been some changes to the SZÉP Card.



Useful Tips
HELPERS prices are all-inclusive – we don’t charge extra for initial paperwork when forming a company, regular tax audits or preparing the company’s yearly report, contrary to the practice of many other firms.




Accounting and finance services in Hungary
When you are doing business in a foreign country, it is especially important to have a clear understanding of taxation and financial regulations as well as professionals keeping your books – this way you can keep your company compliant, avoid any unpleasant fines or difficulties, and ensure that your money gets budgeted and spent in the optimal way. Read on, or check out our accountancy website at https://helpersfinance.hu.
Find an accountant
In Hungary, all companies must submit regular accounting reports (in Hungarian) from the date of their incorporation. We are aware that some countries are more flexible or lenient in this regard, so we would like to ensure that our clients are aware of their obligations when setting up a company in this country, and can (with our assistance) run a compliant operation. We have compiled a fact sheet  about taxation and other regulations; we hope you will find it informative.
Please note that if you are also applying for or currently holding a resident permit in Hungary, it is crucial that you keep your company’s books in order at all times, as these are checked by the immigration authority.
Business accounting
We provide accounting and financial services including bookkeeping, payroll, financial controlling, profit and loss calculations, cash flow projections and many more. All of our services focus on small and medium-size, foreigner-owned businesses. This specialization, in combination with related areas of our activity (like business planning, incorporation, residency and work permits) yields a unique pool of knowledge and experience that no other service provider in Hungary can boast. Working with a senior accountant, junior colleagues, and – when needed – external specialists like VAT or customs experts, we are able to cover all your accounting needs in one place.
Please check out our fact sheet here


Pricing
Accounting rates are based on your company’s business activity and volume, although all our packages include the work of an English-speaking, certified accountant, representation at the tax authority in case of inspections, and liability insurance to cover potential accounting errors. Some activities may be considered high-risk and incur higher accounting fees. At the same time, we do our best to offer cost effective solutions to clients and will be happy to work with your staff to share the workload in an optimal way.
Contact us for a tailored quote



FAQs


What are the most important deadlines for me?

	submitting invoices and bank statements to the accountant: 5th of each month
	reporting sick leaves, salaries or bonuses: 1st of each month
	reporting any changes in the company’s operations (changes in ownership, owner’s or director’s personal data, bank accounts, activity, employees, etc.): within 5 working days





 
What are the most important dates for my accountant?

	fiscal year closing / annual reports due: May 31st for the previous fiscal year
	VAT declarations and payments: on the 20th of each month, for the preceding month or quarter (depending on how often the company declares VAT)
	payroll taxes & social contributions: on the 12th of each month, for the preceding month
	corporate tax advances: paid quarterly on the 20th of July, October, January and April, in 4 equal installments, calculated on the basis of the previous closed fiscal year
	local business tax advance: paid twice a year (15th March and September)





 
What are the basic corporate taxes I have to pay in Hungary?

The basic Hungarian business taxes are the following:
	local business tax: 2% on net revenues (meaning: your income minus any direct costs such as cost of goods or services that are re-sold)
	corporate tax (also known as profit tax): 9%; applies to profits after the deduction of all expenses including direct and general expenses
	dividend tax: the company’s taxed profits can be retained in the company’s budget or paid out to shareholders as dividend; in Hungary, dividend tax is 15% and there is an additional 13% social contribution tax payable which is maximized in HUF 832,416 (ca. EUR 2,100) per year – however, this only applies to Hungarian residents; in the case of non-local residents, specific bilateral agreements between Hungary and your country of residence may apply. 
	VAT (value added tax, or also known as sales tax in some countries) is 27%; whenever you buy something in a shop for example, it is always already added to the price you see. You will charge VAT only towards individual (retail) buyers or corporate EU-based buyers who are not registered for VAT, meaning that if you are an international trader, you may not charge VAT at all.





 
What is VAT?

VAT is value added tax, also known as sales tax in some countries. In Hungary, VAT is 27%, and whenever you buy something in a shop for example, it is always already added to the price you see, so you do not have to start counting each time how much something will cost. When you start your company in Hungary (which will immediately receive an EU VAT number as well), and issue your own invoices towards your clients, you will charge VAT only towards individual (retail) buyers or corporate EU-based buyers who are not registered for VAT. However, if you are an international trader, you may not charge VAT at all.




 
How do I issue an invoice?

Invoices to buyers/clients can only be issued through a licensed invoicing software (recommended) or an official ’invoice booklet’ (not very convenient). Invoices issued in Excel, foreign invoicing programs or other means are not acceptable in Hungary. We strongly recommend that you purchase a license for the invoicing software (license fee: approx. EUR 140/year) and learn to use this program through our assistance. This way, you’ll be able to issue invoices in Hungarian and English, in full compliance with the local regulations, and even in PDF format if you wish.




 
Do I need an accountant?

In Hungary, all companies must submit regular accounting reports (in Hungarian) from the date of their incorporation. We are aware that some countries are more flexible or lenient in this regard, so we would like to ensure that our clients are aware of their obligations when setting up a company in this country, and can (with our assistance) run a compliant operation.








Contact Us
HELPERS specializes in working with foreign business owners and investors even when it comes to accountancy and financial services.
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Ádám Endes
Assistant – Accounting & Finance Services




  Send Us a Message

	Your Name*

	Email*


	Message

	Privacy Policy
	Email
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.



 









 






Ask for a Quote
Let us know about your company’s planned activities and objectives, and ask for free consultation and a tailored quote!
Please fill in the form
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HELPERS HU
 

Helpers Hungary Kft.

Budapart Gate, Floor 2, Gate A

Budapest

Dombóvári út 27

1117

Hungary
info@helpers.hu +36.1.317.8570




Business services


	Company formation
	Accounting and finance
	Virtual office
	Business planning
	Business solutions





Additional services


	Staffing solutions
	Commercial real estate
	Budapest apartments
	Property management
	Full-Service Translation Agency






Immigration services


	Residence permit
	Business immigration
	Golden Visa
	Hungarian Investment Immigration Program
	Work permit
	Family visas
	Hungarian Citizenship






Invest in Hungary


	Franchise opportunities
	Real Estate Residence Program (RERP)
	Property investment
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  WE HAVE MOVED


The Helpers Team has moved to a new office in another part of the city. Please confirm your appointment before you visit us.


Hungary offers the lowest corporate tax (at 9%) and the fastest company formation (4-5 business days).


The Hungarian Golden Visa program goes live in July. Learn more here.


We use cookies for functionality and your convenience.


Okay, understood.


Manage consent



Close
Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.






Necessary	

Necessary

Always Enabled

Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.







Functional	

Functional


Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.





Performance	

Performance


Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.





Analytics	

Analytics


Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.





Advertisement	

Advertisement


Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.





Others	

Others


Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.








SAVE & ACCEPT
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